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PROGRESS IN MOTION

For more than 50 years, Power-Packer has engineered 

a robust and innovative line of hydraulic position and 

motion control products. We specialize in developing and 

manufacturing (electro) hydraulic solutions for global OEM’s 

and Tier 1’s in diverse mobile applications such as: drive 

systems for convertible rooftops, truck cab tilt, stabilization 

legs, stable and precise adjustment for medical equipment, 

and more.

With headquarters in The Netherlands and the U.S. and 

manufacturing plants strategically located around the 

world, Power-Packer delivers state-of-the-art motion 

control solutions, regardless of your geographic location, 

application, or design challenge. Power-Packer designs 

and manufactures precision components for transportation, 

medical and industrial applications to help you and your 

employees work smarter and safer, no matter how simple or 

complex your motion challenges may be. 

OUR INDUSTRIES  

AND APPLICATIONS 

► ON-HIGHWAY–Cab tilt actuation, hood lift actuation, steering 

cylinders, roof lifters, latches, locking mechanisms (from our brand YVEL) 

and hydraulic components for commercial vehicles: cab over engine trucks, 

work trucks, trailers, buses, fire and rescue vehicles, and more.

► OFF-HIGHWAY–The military and other critical markets trust our 

specialized products and systems, including cab cylinders, latches and 

pump designs, gasoline and diesel hydraulic power units, and hydraulic flow 
control valves.

► AUTOMOTIVE–Convertible rooftop actuation, ride height, and body 

panel actuation for trunk lids, doors, hoods, and spoilers.

► MILITARY–Cab cylinders, latches and pump designs, gasoline, and 

diesel-hydraulic power units, and hydraulic flow control valves

► MEDICAL–Manual-hydraulic and electro-hydraulic actuation for 

hospital beds, patient trolleys, shower chairs, physical therapy tables, 

operating tables, scanner tables, treatment tables, emergency stretchers 

and gurneys.

► INDUSTRIAL–Hydraulic actuation for floor scrapers, lifting tables, 
scissor tables and lifting platforms

► AFTERMARKET–Cab tilt spare parts
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